Differentiation of the Drosophila retina occurs as a morphogenetic furrow sweeps anteriorly across the eye imaginal disc, driven by Hedgehog secretion from photoreceptor precursors differentiating behind the furrow. A BTB protein, Roadkill, is expressed posterior to the furrow and targets the Hedgehog signal transduction component Cubitus interruptus for degradation by Cullin-3 and the proteosome. Clonal analysis and conditional mutant studies establish that roadkill transcription is activated by the EGF receptor and Ras pathway in most differentiating retinal cells, and by both EGF receptor/Ras and by Hedgehog signaling in cells that remain unspecified. These findings outline a circuit by which Hedgehog signal transduction is modified as Hedgehog signaling initiates retinal differentiation. A model is presented for regulation of the Cullin-3 and Cullin-1 pathways that modifies Hedgehog signaling as the morphogenetic furrow moves and the responses of retinal cells change.
Introduction
Drosophila eye development is associated with a morphogenetic furrow that moves across the eye primordium over a 2-day period, initiating retinal differentiation as it travels. The first individual cell fate specifications occur within the morphogenetic furrow. By the time the furrow has passed, most cells are differentiating, and they continue to mature further while the furrow advances more anteriorly (Wolff and Ready, 1993) .
Hedgehog (Hh) is the principal signal that drives the wave of differentiation across the eye disc. Hh is secreted from behind the furrow and recruits cells ahead of the furrow to withdraw from the cell cycle and begin specifying retinal fates. As each new region of the eye disc differentiates, it begins secreting Hh that drives the furrow still further anteriorly across the eye disc (Ma et al., 1993) . Some of the functions of Hh are direct, and some are mediated by Hh-dependent secondary signals, including Dpp (Heberlein et al., 1993; Lee and Treisman, 2002) . The relationship of Hh expression to the wave of eye differentiation is illustrated in Figs. 1A-C.
One feature of this moving differentiation wave is that cellular properties change once the furrow has passed. This includes responses to signaling pathways. For example, one morphogenetic furrow target is the proneural transcription factor Atonal, which specifies the R8 photoreceptor cell class. Each R8 cell founds an ommatidium as the source of EGFR-dependent Ras activation that recruits differentiation of additional photoreceptor neurons and has many other effects in the differentiating retina (Roignant and Treisman, 2009) . Hh initiates atonal expression in a transient stripe as the furrow approaches, but ato is not expressed posterior to the furrow (Jarman et al., 1994) (Figs. 1D-F) . The passage of the furrow must change the competence of the eye cells so that they do not continue to make the same responses to Hh (and Dpp) . The mechanisms by which this occurs are of interest in understanding the progression of development.
The distribution of the Ci155 protein shows that Hh signal transduction itself is reduced posterior to the furrow (Motzny and Holmgren, 1995; Strutt and Mlodzik, 1996) . Ci is a zincfinger protein gene that regulates transcription of Hh target genes. Hh signaling converts Ci from a repressor to an activator, both by inhibiting the processing of full-length Ci155 protein to the truncated, Ci75 repressor form, and through additional modifications that activate Ci155 (Kalderon, 2005; Jiang and Hui, 2008 ). An antibody that detects Ci155 but not Ci75 tracks Hh signaling by identifying cells where Ci155 is stabilized (Motzny and Holmgren, 1995; Aza-Blanc et al., 1997) . In the eye disc, Ci155 accumulates in increasing amounts as the furrow approaches and Hh signaling rises. As soon as retinal differentiation begins with the specification of R8 photoreceptor precursor cells that defines column 0, Ci155 drops to low levels in all cells. While more cell types are progressively recruited to ommatidial fates, Ci155 drops further in these differentiating ommatidial cells and becomes undetectable by immunohistochemistry .
The reduction in Ci155 levels is associated with transcriptional induction of the roadkill gene (rdx) and a change in the proteolysis of Ci (Kent et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006a) . Ci155 processing is mediated by the proteosome and requires a ubiquitinligase complex that targets Ci155 through the F-box protein Cullin1 (Cul1). Cul1 is required for Ci155 processing in most regions of the body but is dispensable posterior to the morphogenetic furrow. Accordingly, cul1 mutant cells accumulate Ci155 in the anterior eye and in most body regions regulated by Hh, but not posterior to the morphogenetic furrow. By contrast, posterior to the furrow Ci155 accumulates in cells mutant for the related gene cullin3 (cul3), but Cul3 does not affect Ci155 levels in most other tissues (Ou et al., 2002; Mistry et al., 2004) . Cul3 mediates the complete degradation of Ci155, rather than partial degradation to the Ci75 repressor protein (Ou et al., 2002) . Both cul1 and cul3 genes are transcribed uniformly, but rdx encodes a BTB protein that couples Ci to Cul3 posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (Kent et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006a) .
In order to understand how the morphogenetic furrow moves, we sought to understand how rdx transcription is induced posterior to the furrow, and whether this is sufficient to explain the changes in Hh signaling. The fact that Hh is the primary driver of furrow movement also raises the question of how rdx transcription could be maintained by Hh signaling if Rdx protein shuts down Hh signal transduction. Some previous studies have suggested complex models in which Hh has multiple, opposite roles in Ci regulation, or in which Cul3-mediated Ci proteolysis reflects a second mode of Hh signal transduction, parallel to the regulation of Cul1-mediated Ci processing (Dominguez, 1999; Ou et al., 2002; Kent et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006a) . It could also be that rdx transcription was maintained epigenetically.
We have investigated the regulation of rdx transcription and of Cul3-dependent Ci degradation as the morphogenetic furrow moves. It was already known that rdx-LacZ reporter expression was lost from smo mutant cells that cannot respond to Hh (Zhang et al., 2006a) . This dependence of rdx on Hh signaling could be quite indirect, (an R8 cell marker) in green and hh-LacZ enhancer trap in magenta. hh-LacZ is first detected around column 1-2, after R8 cell specification, although hh-LacZ might appear slightly delayed with respect to hh transcript (Ma et al., 1993) . (B) Sens channel. (C) hh-LacZ channel. (D) Merge of Senseless expression in green and Atonal protein in magenta. Atonal expression initiates in a stripe ahead of the furrow that depends largely on Hh signaling, (although it can also be induced by Dpp after a delay) (Dominguez, 1999; Greenwood and Struhl, 1999; Curtiss and Mlodzik, 2000) . The stripe of Atonal expression resolves to single R8 cells before the stage that hhLacZ is detected (compare panel (A)). (E) Ato channel. (F) Sens Channel. (G) Merge of Sens expression in green, Ci155 protein in red, and rdx-LacZ enhancer trap in blue. Ci155 peaks ahead of the furrow as Atonal expression is induced, dropping abruptly at the anterior of the morphogenetic furrow exactly as Sens expression begins, R8 specification begins, and egfr-dependent MAPK phosphorylation is observed (Kumar et al., 1998; Spencer et al., 1998; Chen and Chien, 1999; Greenwood and Struhl, 1999) (Lesokhin et al., 1999) . Ci155 remains detectable at lower levels in undifferentiated unspecified cells. rdxLacZ is first detected around column 1. It is not known whether rdxLacZ lags behind endogenous Rdx protein expression, although it does not seem to lag endogenous rdx RNA (see panel L below). however, since almost every event in the posterior eye is ultimately downstream of Hh. We report here that rdx transcription is induced by Hh signaling and also by Ras signaling. Ras signaling acts as part of an indirect feedback loop that helps keep Ci low after Hh signaling defines the R8 cells that are the source of signals that activate the EGFR. Our data suggest Cul1-dependent Ci155 processing may also be affected as the furrow moves. In our model of morphogenetic furrow movement, Hh and Ras signals induce rdx and couple Ci to Cul3-dependent degradation, and Dpp contributes to an uncoupling of Ci155 from Cul1-dependent processing. These coordinated steps together change the sensitivity of cells to Hh as the retina differentiates, and keep the morphogenetic furrow moving only forward.
Materials and methods

Drosophila strains and husbandry
All flies were raised at 25°C except where otherwise specified. FLP/FRT-mediated mitotic recombination was used to obtain mosaic clones (Golic, 1991; Xu and Rubin, 1993) . The arm-LacZ transgene was used to identify recombinant cells (Vincent et al., 1994) . The smo egfr mutant clones were obtained after heat shock of the genotype:
The following other transgenic and mutant strains were used: rdx 1 (also known as P{PZ}mei-P19 03477 and rdxLacZ) (Kent et al., 2006) , hh ts2 (Ma et al., 1993) , hh-LacZ (Lee et al., 1992) , hsN intra (Struhl et al., 1993) , egfr f24 (also known as top CO ) and egfr top18A (Price et al., 1989) , egfr ts1a (Kumar et al., 1998) , hs-Ras V12 , smo 3 and smo D16 (Chen and Struhl, 1998) , Methot and Basler, 1999) , mago 3 (Boswell et al., 1991) , GMRp35 (Hay et al., 1994) , pnt 88 (Morimoto et al., 1996) .
Antibody labeling and in situ hybridization
Antibodies and immunochemistry have been described previously (Fu and Baker, 2003; Firth et al., 2006) . The in situ hybridization was performed as described (Firth and Baker, 2007) , with hybridization at 55°C. An in situ probe was based on four coding exons common to all rdx splice variants. Total RNA was isolated from 3rd instar eyeantennal discs using TriZol (Invitrogen), and total cDNA synthesized using oligo(dT) 20 primer and the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen). Regions of rdx transcript were then amplified from this cDNA using the following primers:
Forward Primer 5′ GGCCGCGGGAAGCGTGAGGAAACCAAAG 3′; Reverse Primer 5′ CCCGGGGCTCCTCGCACATCACTTTCAG 3′.
Control (sense) and experimental (antisense) probes were then synthesized as described (Firth and Baker, 2007) . , double-labeled with propidium iodide to highlight nuclei of all cells (magenta). Posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (mf), nuclei of cells recruited to ommatidial fates rise apically in the epithelium while nuclei from cells that remain unspecified sink basally (Tomlinson, 1985) . Rdx-LacZ overlaps with both apical nuclei and basal nuclei. Rdx-LacZ is reduced in the nucleoli that stain very brightly with propidium iodide. Rdx-LacZ is not detected in the disc epithelium anterior to the morphogenetic furrow, or anterior to the morphogenetic furrow. Yellow, turquoise and violet arrows indicate apical, medial, and basal planes that are shown separately in panels E-J. (Strutt and Mlodzik, 1997; Greenwood and Struhl, 1999) . ( , apical disc surface uppermost. R8 nuclei labeled for Sens (green) lie within the apical half of the disc epithelium; more basally, many nuclei from undifferentiated cells also express rdxLacZ (magenta). Lower panel shows a tracing of the image with Sens-expressing nuclei superimposed. R8 cells have the most basal nuclei among the differentiating ommatidia, but the nuclei of many undifferentiated cells are more basal still (Tomlinson and Ready, 1987) . A dotted line traces the limit of the apical differentiating nuclei, including the R8 cells. (M) hh ts2 eye disc labeled for Sens protein (green) and rdxLacZ expression (magenta) after 10 h at 29°C (the restrictive temperature). Morphogenetic furrow progression has stopped, so that no Sens expression is beginning ahead of the first differentiating ommatidia (orange arrow). rdxLacZ expression is limited to clusters of nuclei. These correspond to the differentiating ommatidial cells. The intervening undifferentiated cells are unlabeled, so that the ommatidial clusters appear distinctly separated, by contrast to panel I. (N) Sens channel.
(O) rdxLacZ channel. Note the clear reduction of labeling between the differentiating ommatidial clusters. (P) Y-axis reprojection of a slice from panel (M), apical disc surface uppermost. R8 nuclei labeled for Sens (green) lie within the apical half of the disc epithelium; more basal nuclei from undifferentiated cells lack most rdxLacZ expression (magenta). Lower panel shows a tracing of the image with Sens-expressing nuclei superimposed on the apical and basal nuclear layers. A dotted line traces the limit of the apical differentiating nuclei, including the R8 cells. The R8 nuclei are the most basal nuclei expressing significant levels of rdxLacZ in this genotype, as rdxLacZ drops to low or undetectable levels in the basal nuclei of unspecified cells. A few scattered cells that show some rdxLacZ expression (red) are also positive for the neural differentiation marker Elav (blue). Previous studies show that only R8 cells express Elav in the egfr mutant clones (Yang and Baker, 2001 ). The GMRp35 transgene was used to suppress cell death in egfr f24 clones posterior to the furrow.
Effect of ectopic Ras activity in a hsRas V12 eye disc, 10 h after heat shock at 37°C for 10 min. Sens labeling in green. Yellow arrow shows ommatidial column 0 in the morphogenetic furrow. Some ectopic R8 photoreceptors differentiate anterior to the furrow. rdxLacZ expression is induced anterior to the morphogenetic furrow (magenta). 
Results
Cell-autonomous and non-autonomous regulation of rdx by Hh signaling
Transcription of rdx is detected using an enhancer-trap P-element insertion in the rdx 1 mutant allele, henceforth referred to as rdx-LacZ (Figs. 1G-J). Rdx-lacZ is detected in all eye disc cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow, beginning at column 0, where the first R8 precursor cells are specified and Ci155 levels drop (Figs. 1G-J) (Kent et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006a) . In situ hybridization confirms that endogenous rdx transcripts are expressed in a similar pattern (Figs. 1K, L) (Zhang et al., 2006a) . Because the P{PZ} element inserted in Rdx-LacZ encodes a Nuclear Localization Signal, beta-galactosidase accumulates in the nuclei of expressing cells (Mlodzik and Hiromi, 1992) . In the posterior eye disc, this includes the differentiating retinal cells, whose nuclei move apically in the eye disc epithelium, and the unspecified cells, whose nuclei remain basally located (Tomlinson, 1985; Kent et al., 2006) (Fig. 2) . Rdx-LacZ was examined in smo mutant cells to examine how rdx expression depends on Hh signaling (Fig. 3) . Rdx-LacZ was absent from smo clones in the morphogenetic furrow, consistent with induction by Hh signaling (Figs. 3A-D) (Zhang et al., 2006a) . More posteriorly, however, Rdx-LacZ expression occurred in smo mutant cells close to posterior clone margins (Figs. 3A-H). Such Rdx-LacZ expression was closely associated with the delayed cell differentiation that occurs in smo mutant clones (Figs. 3E-H). Thus, rdx can be transcribed in the absence of Hh signaling, although not in a timely fashion. Such delayed expression suggests a requirement for Hh signaling to activate a secondary non-autonomous signal that activates rdx. This signal can spread into smo mutant clones from cells beyond their posterior boundary, and activate rdx within smo mutant cells.
To test when Hh signaling contributes to Rdx expression, Hh signaling was reduced using the temperature-sensitive allele hh ts2 . After 10 h at the restrictive temperature Hh function has been lost and the morphogenetic furrow stopped (Ma et al., 1993) (Figs. 3I-P) . RdxLacZ levels dropped in the basal nuclei of undifferentiated cells everywhere from the morphogenetic furrow to the posterior margin of the eye disc, becoming undetectable or low in these cells (Figs. 3I-P) . By contrast, rdx-LacZ remained unchanged in nuclei of ommatidial cells that had already begun differentiating before Hh function was interrupted (Figs. 3I-P) . These data indicated that Hh signaling was required to initiate and maintain rdx transcription in unspecified cells. By contrast, Hh signaling was not required to maintain rdx transcription in differentiating ommatidial cells.
EGFR/Ras signaling is required cell-autonomously for rdx expression
A pathway or pathways other than Hh signaling must be sufficient to maintain rdx transcription in differentiating ommatidial cells. One candidate was Notch signaling, because it was reported previously that clones of cells null for the receptor protein Notch accumulated Ci155 posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (Baker and Yu, 1997) . However, Notch signaling is thought not to occur in some of the ommatidial cells that express rdx (Baker, 2002) . We also find that ectopic N signaling does not lead to Ci degradation anterior to the furrow (data not shown), and that high Ci155 levels were noted in posterior cells that had been prevented from differentiating by ectopic N signaling ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Elevated Ci155 levels in both high and low N signaling suggests that Ci processing is affected indirectly by N, through its effects on ommatidial differentiation, which is prevented by both ectopic N signaling and by complete absence of N.
The differentiation of most retinal cells depends on activation of the Ras pathway by the EGF receptor. The isolated R8 cells that found each ommatidium are a primary response to Hh and the morphogenetic furrow signals, and secrete the EGFR ligands that recruit many other ommatidial cell types (Freeman, 1997; Roignant and Treisman, 2009) . To test whether the EGFR/Ras pathway was required for rdx expression, clones of egfr mutant cells were examined. Fig. 4 shows a cell-autonomous failure to express rdx-LacZ in egfr mutant clones posterior to the morphogenetic furrow. A small number of scattered cells contained rdx-LacZ at the posterior edge of the morphogenetic furrow (Figs. 4A-B) . These scattered cells also label for Elav (Figs. 4D-G) , showing that these must be R8 cell precursors, the only cells to be specified and express Elav in the absence of EGFR signaling (Dominguez et al., 1998; Baker and Yu, 2001; Yang and Baker, 2001 ). R8 cells can also express rdx without egfr signaling (Fig. 4) . These data indicate that EGFR signaling was required for rdx expression in most cells, both differentiating and unspecified. Undifferentiated cells required both EGFR and Hh signaling for rdx expression, whereas differentiated cells except for R8 require EGFR but do not directly require Hh.
To test whether Ras activity is sufficient to induce rdx expression, RasV12 was expressed uniformly using heat shock induction. Transcription of rdx was induced anterior to the furrow by ectopic Ras activity (Fig. 4H) . The ectopic Rdx-LacZ expression was patchy. Although more cells expressed rdx-LacZ close to the morphogenetic furrow, there seemed to be no region of the eye disc where rdx-LacZ expression could not occur, and expression did not appear to be in a gradient, as would be expected if Hh activity was also required. Ci155 levels were greatly reduced wherever rdx was expressed ahead of the furrow (data not shown). These findings confirm that Ras activity is able to induce rdx transcription in the eye disc.
These findings document the following scheme for rdx regulation. Anterior to the morphogenetic furrow, neither Hh nor Ras signaling levels are high enough to activate rdx transcription. In the morphogenetic furrow, high Hh and Ras activity together turn rdx on in all cells. In the absence of Ras signaling, Hh activity is only sufficient to turn on rdx in the R8 precursor cells. In the absence of Hh signaling, Ras can still turn on rdx in other differentiating ommatidial cells. An explanation for the delayed activation of rdx observed in smo clones can now be suggested: where delayed differentiation spreads into the clones from the posterior under the influence of Dpp and N signaling, the EGFR activity that accompanies differentiation turns on rdx.
Activity of the Rdx/Cul3 pathway is independent of Hh
The regulatory pathway of rdx transcription leaves some observations unexplained, such as how Ci155 protein accumulates in some smo mutant cells posterior to the furrow (Dominguez, 1999) (Figs. 5A-D) . It is easy to see that mutating smo can prevent Ci155 degradation through the Cul3 pathway, because of the direct and indirect effects of Hh signaling on rdx expression. It is harder to see why Ci155 should not be processed by the Cul1 pathway in smo clones. Because Ci155 only accumulates in smo mutant cells, not wild type cells posterior to the furrow, it has been suggested that this posterior accumulation has something to do with Hh signaling (Dominguez, 1999) . However, posterior Ci155 accumulation cannot be explained by Hh inhibiting Cul1-dependent Ci processing in the normal manner that requires smo function, hence the suggestion that Hh and Smo might stimulate the activity of Cul3 (Ou et al., 2002) .
We first examined the relationship between the regulation of rdx expression and of Ci155 accumulation more closely. The smo mutant cells lack Ci155 at the normal location of the morphogenetic furrow, accumulate Ci155 more posteriorly, and lose Ci155 again close to the posterior clone margins (Figs. 5A-D) . rdx is also expressed in only some smo mutant cells, but rdx was induced near posterior boundaries of smo clones, where ommatidial differentiation was occurring (Figs. 3A-H), after Ci155 had disappeared again (Figs. 5A-D) . Ci155 accumulation in smo clones was therefore unlikely to be related to the Cul3 pathway, since rdx has yet to be transcribed in the cells where Ci155 accumulated.
The hh ts2 mutation was used to examine how Ci155 depends on 
Cul1-mediated processing of Ci in the posterior eye disc
Ci155 should not be coupled to the Cul3 pathway in egfr mutant cells that lacked rdx expression. Accordingly, Ci155 accumulated cell autonomously in egfr mutant clones posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (Fig. 6A) . Ci155 remained uniformly high as posterior as column 14, but levels often diminished in more posterior mutant Fig. 7 . Data summary and models. (A) Cullin activity in the eye disc. Cullin-1 is required for Hh-sensitive Ci155 processing anterior to the furrow. Cullin-3 is required for Ci155 degradation posterior to the furrow. Note that the hypothesized lack of Cul1-mediated Ci155 processing posterior to the furrow is not contradicted by the continuous requirement for Hh signaling to maintain rdx transcription in unspecified cells, as this could be mediated by Hh-dependent activation of Ci155. There may be a zone within the morphogenetic furrow where both Cul-1 and Cul-3 pathways are active, because in smo clones, Ci155 starts accumulating just posterior to the location of the morphogenetic furrow in wild type cells, slightly later than the Hh-dependent Ci155 accumulation in the furrow of wild type regions (Figs. 2, 6 ). This indicates when Ci155 has uncoupled from the Cul1 pathway, and this is after Ci155 has already become unstable and cul3-dependent in nearby wild type cells. However, it could be that the timing of uncoupling is affected in smo cells, and that the precise timing of uncoupling in wild type cells is different. (B) Ci155 accumulation in the wild type. Ci155 accumulates in a gradient decreasing anteriorly from the morphogenetic furrow. Posterior to the furrow, Ci155 accumulates at lower levels in between the differentiating ommatidia. (C-M) Panels C-M summarize the results of clonal analysis as the Ci155 levels within hypothetical clones staddling the morphogenetic furrow. (C) Clones mutant for cul1 prevent Ci155 processing ahead of the furrow, so that Ci155 accumulates, but have no effect posterior to the furrow (Ou et al., 2002; Mistry et al., 2004) . (D) Clones mutant for cul3 prevent Ci155 degradation posterior to the furrow, but have no effect anterior to the furrow (Ou et al., 2002; Mistry et al., 2004) . (E) Clones mutant for smo prevent Ci155 accumulation ahead of the furrow (Dominguez, 1999) . Posterior to the furrow, smo cells accumulate Ci155 like cul3 clones at first, but then lose Ci155 close to the posterior clone boundaries (Dominguez, 1999; Fu and Baker, 2003) (See Fig. 4A ). (F) At the restrictive temperature, hh ts prevents Ci155 accumulation ahead of the furrow. Posterior to the furrow, Ci155 accumulates only in the cells between the ommatidia (see Fig. 4H ). (G) Clones mutant for egfr maintain Ci155 posterior to the furrow, but have no effect anterior to the furrow (see Fig. 5A ). (H) Activating Ras through inducible expression of Ras V12 leads to widespread induction of rdx, and loss of Ci155, both anterior and posterior to the furrow (see Fig. 3H and data not shown). (I) Clones mutant for mago maintain Ci155 posterior to the furrow, but have no effect anterior to the furrow (see Fig. 5B ). (J) Clones mutant for pnt reduce Ci155 degradation transiently posterior to the furrow, and have no effect anterior to the furrow (see Fig. 5C ). (K) At the restrictive temperature, egfr ts maintain Ci155 posterior to the furrow, but had no effect anterior to the furrow (see Fig. 5E ). (L) Clones mutant for both smo and egfr prevent Ci155 accumulation anterior to the furrow, but accumulate Ci155 posterior to the furrow (see Fig. 5F ). Because the egfr phenotype is epistatic to smo posterior to the furrow, loss of Ci155 from posterior smo clones requires egfr activity. (M) Clones mutant for smo and tkv prevent Ci155 accumulation both anterior and posterior to the furrow (Fu and Baker, 2003) . Therefore, Ci155 accumulation in smo clones requires Dpp signaling. (N) Model of the genetic network regulating Ci155 processing to Ci75 through Cul1 and degradation through Cul3. Hh is proposed to stabilize Ci155 through two mechanisms. First is the well-known inhibition of Ci155 processing by Hh and Smo, which affects the Cul1 pathway. Second is uncoupling Ci155 from Cul1-mediated processing, which is achieved through or in conjunction with Dpp signaling. This implies Dpp inhibition of a factor (Factor X) coupling Ci155 to Cul1, or alternatively induction of an antagonist of Cul1 coupling (not shown). These dual effects on the Cul1 and Cul3 pathways mean that Ci155 is nowhere stable in smo tkv mutant cells (see panel M) (Fu and Baker, 2003) . Hh is further proposed to promote Ci155 degradation through the direct and indirect (through Ras) induction of rdx transcription. The Rdx protein couples Ci155 to degradation via the Cul3 pathway (Kent et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006a) . Such degradation is constitutive once Rdx is expressed, and ensures low Ci155 levels posterior to the furrow. Ras-dependent induction of rdx is delayed in smo clones, delaying the degradation of Ci155 through Cul3, and cannot occur in smo egfr clones, preventing the degradation of Ci155 through Cul3. Ci155 can accumulate in smo or smo egfr clones posterior to the furrow because Dpp signaling is not delayed (or not delayed as much), so the Cul1 pathway is inactivated also.
cells (data not shown). The late reduction was not due to apoptosis; we prevented cell death in these experiments by expression of baculovirus p35 posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (see Methods). In another experiment, EGFR activity was interrupted using the conditional allelic combination egfr ts2 /egfr top18a . Within 4 h at the restrictive temperature, Ci155 levels increased as far posterior as column 15, but were little changed more posteriorly (Figs. 6B-C) . Downstream components of the EGFR pathway were also examined. We found that Ci155 accumulated in posterior clones mutant for mago (Fig. 6D) . The requirement for mago has been positioned between raf and MAPK in this signaling pathway (Roignant and Treisman, personal communication) . Much weaker effects were seen in clones of cells mutant for pnt, a transcription factor that is required for many Ras signaling outcomes. Little Ci155 accumulated in pnt clones, and accumulation was only detected quite close to the furrow (Fig. 6E) . Although many functions of the Ras pathway are mediated by Pnt, not all are; Ras can induce mitosis in the eye disc without Pnt, for example (Yang and Baker, 2003) . These results confirm that the failure to induce rdx in the absence of EGFR signaling protects Ci155 in posterior eye cells. The experiments again suggest that Ci155 is a poor Cul1 target in the posterior eye, at least in egfr mutant cells.
One obvious explanation for Ci155 being stable in egfr clones, apparently not degraded by either Cullin, would be if the Cul1 pathway was inhibited by its known inhibitor Hh. If Hh was responsible, we would expect Ci155 accumulation in egfr mutant cells to depend on smo. Contrary to this expectation, Ci155 accumulated in smo egfr mutant cells (Fig. 6F ). Ci155 accumulation began posterior to the furrow in smo egfr clones just as in smo clones, but Ci155 accumulated right to the clone boundaries, and persisted in much more posterior regions of the eye disc (Fig. 6F) . This is consistent with the finding that EGFR activity associated with differentiation is responsible for rdx transcription near the posterior of smo clones. Ci155 levels have not been compared quantitatively between egfr and smo egfr clones to determine whether any Hh dependence is measurable, but the persistence of Ci155 in smo egfr clones shows that the Cul1 pathway is not sufficient to degrade Ci155 in the posterior eye in the absence of Rdx/Cul3 activity, even in cells that cannot respond to Hh.
Discussion
As the morphogenetic furrow crosses the eye disc, Ci155 accumulates most highly just anterior to the morphogenetic furrow, even though Hh is secreted posterior to the morphogenetic furrow. The sharp reduction in Ci155 as the furrow passes is associated with a switch from Cul1-dependent processing to Cul3-dependent degradation (Ou et al., 2002) . The posterior eye expresses rdx, encoding a BTB protein that couples Ci 155 to the Cul3 pathway (Kent et al., 2006) (Zhang et al., 2006a) . Here, the signals that induce rdx and process Ci155 in the posterior eye are identified. A model for Ci155 processing in the eye is shown in Fig. 7A , our results are summarized schematically in Figs. 7B-M, and the regulatory network proposed to tie Ci155 processing to the progression of the morphogenetic furrow illustrated in Fig. 7N .
Regulation of rdx transcription
The induction of rdx transcription couples Ci155 processing to Cul3 (Kent et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006a) . We found that rdx transcription was regulated by both Hh signaling and Ras signaling, and that there were distinctions between cell types (Figs. 3, 4) (Yang and Baker, 2003) . Alternatively, there may be a combinatorial requirement for both pathways in unspecified cells.
Regulation of Rdx/Cul3 activity
There has been some discussion of whether proteolysis of Ci155 by Cul-3 is regulated directly by Hh, as is Cul-1 dependent Ci processing (Dominguez, 1999; Ou et al., 2002; Kent et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006a) . Our studies provide no support for this idea. In all the genotypes we have examined, Ci proteolysis correlates with the expression of rdx, and the simplest explanation is that the only effect of Hh on the Cul-3 pathway is through rdx transcription, directly in unspecified cells, and indirectly via EGFR-mediated differentiation in most specified cells.
Regulatory changes behind the furrow
Two mechanisms, acting in different cells, appear to reduce Hh responses through Ci155 after the furrow passes. One also occurs in wing development, where rdx is transcribed only by cells experiencing high Hh signaling levels close to the source of Hh (Kent et al., 2006) . In wing development, rdx and the Cul3-pathway modulate the amount of Ci155 available for Cul1-dependent processing, lowering the maximum level of Ci155 activity at high Hh levels. Rdx could lower Ci155 levels in unspecified eye cells posterior to the furrow by this mechanism, in which an equilibrium between Hh-dependent induction of rdx, and rdx-and Cul3-dependent degradation of Ci155, leads to a lower level of Ci155 protein than anterior to the furrow. By contrast, in the specified, differentiating eye cells, rdx transcription becomes independent of Hh signaling, and Ci155 is degraded more completely.
If there is Hh signaling posterior to the furrow, as our studies find maintains rdx transcription in unspecified retinal cells, why are genes such as atonal that are induced by Hh signaling ahead of the furrow not also expressed posterior to the furrow? There are at least three possible explanations. First, rdx may dampen Ci155 accumulation in unspecified cells such that the threshold necessary for ato expression is not achieved posterior to the furrow. This is unlikely to be the sole explanation, since mutating rdx or cul3 permits Ci155 accumulation but does not lead to ectopic R8 specification (Kent et al., 2006; Ou et al., 2007) , but it could contribute in conjunction with other mechanisms. Secondly, other genes may interfere posterior to the furrow. This could include egfr induction of Bar gene expression, since Bar genes antagonize ato expression (Lim and Choi, 2004) . There seem to be multiple respects in which EGFR-dependent differentiation renders cells unable to continue anterior responses to Hh, and we also envisage that egfr might play a role in further mechanisms that modulate the response to Dpp signaling posterior to the furrow, should such mechanisms exist. Finally, recent evidence suggests that induction of ato by Hh is not so simple as the induction of a target gene above a threshold in a morphogen gradient, but depends indirectly on Hh repressing Eyeless and activating Sine Oculis, so that these transcription factors are coexpressed and turn on ato only in a domain ahead of the furrow (Zhang et al., 2006b; Firth and Baker, 2009) . In this case, persistent Hh signaling would not be expected to activate ato expression once Ey had been repressed.
Recently, Hh has been discovered to induce compensatory proliferation in response to eye disc cell death (Fan and Bergmann, 2008) , a further example of post-furrow Hh function. Our results now suggest the model that loss of EGFR-dependent rdx expression elevates Ci155 locally to permit Hh responses when photoreceptor cells that secrete EGFR ligands are lost. Consistent with this idea, loss of rdx or cul3 also result in proliferation of eye disc cells (Ou et al., 2007) .
Evidence that Ci155 becomes a poor substrate for the Cul1 pathway
The regulation of rdx expression and thus degradation of Ci by Cullin-3 may not be sufficient to explain Ci regulation posterior to the furrow. In order for Ci155 to be stable, as observed in cul3 mutant clones and egfr mutant clones, Ci155 must escape processing to Ci75 by Cul-1. Ahead of the furrow, and in most other tissues, rdx is not expressed, Ci is not coupled to Cul3, and Ci155 is stabilized wherever Hh inhibits Smo and the Cul1 pathway. The observation that Ci155 is stable in cul3 clones, or in the genotypes where rdx is not expressed, shows that Ci155 escapes processing by the Cul1 pathway in the posterior eye as well, but this is not due to Hh. Ci155 accumulates in smo egfr mutant clones that do not express rdx and cannot respond to Hh (Fig. 6F) .
One model would be that once rdx is induced, Ci155 is sequestered and not available to be processed by Cul1. This model cannot explain why Ci155 accumulates in egfr clones that lack rdx expression, where Ci155 should be available for Cul1. Therefore Ci155 must escape Cul1-mediated processing in the posterior eye by a distinct mechanism (Figs. 7A, N) . This could be explained by the induction of a component distinct from Rdx that inhibits the processing of Ci155 by Cul1, or sequesters Ci155. It is equally possible that a component essential for processing of Ci155 by Cul1 is repressed posterior to the morphogenetic furrow.
Previous studies show that Ci155 never accumulates in smo tkv clones that are unable to respond to either Hh or Dpp signaling. Clones of cells unable to respond to Dpp, but able to respond to Hh and Ras, only show a subtle change in Ci155 labeling (Fu and Baker, 2003) . These previously published observations suggest that Ci155 remains a target of Cul1 in the absence of both Dpp and Hh signaling, perhaps through failure to transcribe or repress transcription of a gene that modulates Ci155 proteolysis by Cul1 posterior to the furrow.
We can now account for why smo clones affect Ci155 levels differently from cul3 clones, a previously puzzling observation. In cul3 clones, or egfr clones that do not express rdx, the Cul3 pathway cannot degrade Ci155 and the Cul1 pathway is inactivated posterior to the furrow exactly as in wild type discs, so Ci155 accumulates (Fig. 5A ) (Ou et al., 2002; Mistry et al., 2004) . In smo clones, Ci155 transiently accumulates in those cells in which processing by Cul1 has been lost but rdx not yet induced. In such cells, Ci155 is not coupled to any cullin, and is stable. Eventually, differentiation spreads into the posterior of smo clones, leading to rdx expression, and Cul3-dependent Ci degradation. If differentiation and rdx expression are prevented, as in smo egfr clones, then Ci155 remains stable. Because there is a delay in expressing rdx in smo clones compared to wildtype, Ci155 is not subject to Cul3-mediated processing as soon as in wild type, and there is a period when Ci155 has been uncoupled from Cul1-processing but not yet coupled to the Cul3 pathway. It is during this period that Ci155 accumulates in smo mutant cells.
Implications for development and cancer
Our findings help explain how a wave of differentiation moves across the eye disc uni-directionally. Hh, secreted from differentiating photoreceptor cells, must be present at highest concentrations posterior to the furrow. Indeed, ahead of the furrow Ci155 is stabilized in a decreasing posterior-to-anterior gradient, consistent with a gradient of Hh protein coming from a source posterior to the furrow.
Yet, the cell-autonomous responses to Hh signaling that are seen ahead of the furrow, such as cell cycle arrest and atonal expression, do not occur posterior to the furrow, where Ci is rendered unstable by Rdx and Cul3, induced both directly by Hh itself, and indirectly by the photoreceptor differentiation that is largely induced by EGFR posterior to the furrow.
There are other examples where Hh-secreting tissues are not the targets of Hh signaling. For, example, in Drosophila wing development, anterior compartments respond to Hh secreted by posterior compartments, but posterior compartment cells do not respond because ci transcription is repressed by the posterior-specific protein Engrailed (Aza-Blanc et al., 1997) . In vertebrate development, notochord cells express Shh but the responses seen in the nearby spinal cord are not seen in notochord. Such segregation of Hh-producing cells from fields competent to respond to Hh makes sense, if the purpose of Hh signaling in development is to pattern new body regions. Hh signaling is also deregulated in many tumors (Jiang and Hui, 2008) . Whether any of these tumors activate Hh signaling by affecting GLI protein stability, or other normal down-regulatory mechanisms, remains to be seen. In any case, mechanisms that render cells unresponsive to Hh by coupling Ci155 to the proteosome might prove useful in the treatment of cancers that depend on Hh signaling.
